Storm Consulting, LLC
Transition and Bankruptcy Emergence Management and
Services
Leveraging change to accelerate business improvements… a
unique opportunity to accelerate progress and strategic
positioning
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Opportunities in Business Transition
• Businesses experiencing changes in ownership, management, or
emerging from bankruptcy present unique risks and opportunities for
their owners
•

During times of transition, there is often a short “window of opportunity”
to successfully mitigate these risks and accelerate changes

•

The greatest opportunities in times of change can be found in situations
involving marginal and underperforming businesses

• Storm has a track record of success in creating rapid and significant
value for client companies during organizational transition and
emergence from bankruptcy
•

The following is an overview of Storm’s approach and the critical
elements to successfully realizing these opportunities
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Opportunities in Business Transition
• Times of Change
• In the absence of a Plan to drive and manage change during
business transitions, the status quo will prevail
• When planned and managed, this change can be leveraged to
accelerate difficult decisions and rapidly drive improvements.
Results otherwise taking years to achieve can be significantly
accelerated
• Leadership, effective planning, and execution within a short time
period are critical to a successful transition from past failures and
poor practices to improved results and a successful business
model
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Opportunities in Business Transition
• Emergence From Bankruptcy
•

A business in bankruptcy has unique and “one time” opportunities to
address certain operating issues prior to emergence
•

The bankruptcy process is often driven from a legal and financial perspective
that may miss or lack the appetite to address operating issues with solutions
viable only within bankruptcy

•

While one or two major areas may be focused upon, the perspective to
address multiple operational issues on a comprehensive level is often absent

•

A unique opportunity to “leave behind” problems

•

Knowing where to look and how to execute on these opportunities
within the bankruptcy process is critical to avoiding the loss of million
dollar improvement opportunities not available after emergence

•

The “ideal” time to get STORM involved is 90-120 days prior to
emergence
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Timing is Critical
• Assessment and development of operational improvement
opportunities early in the change process maximizes the number
of options and alternatives available to improve a business
Management & Control Changes- Transition Timeline
Assessment & Development
60+ days Prior:
Operational oportunity
assessment

Development of
Transition Plan 30 to 60
Days Prior

Transiton Plan Execution Period
Change
Event

Execution of First 100 Days Action Plan

Bankruptcy Emergence- Transition Timeline
Assessment & Development
ASAP: Identify extent
of bankruptcy
facilitated operational
improvements

Emergence Plan Execution Period

Development of
Emergence
Transition Plan 180 to 90
Execution of First 100 Days Action Plan
Days Prior to emergence
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Business Transition and Bankruptcy Emergence
Operational Improvement Opportunities
Bankruptcy Facilitated Changes

Business Improvements

• Contractual:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Customers
Suppliers
Leases
Labor agreements

Facilities and capacity issues
Legacy obligations
Legal issues
Restructuring actions
Human resource programs and
individual personnel actions

•
•
•

Company culture change
Organization Structure
Policies and Benefits
Control and Administration
Incentive programs & alignment
Supply chain
Pricing Management
Exceptions: Grand-fathered and
non standard practices
Restructuring & Integration
Cash improvement initiatives
Personnel Actions
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Transition Plan Considerations
Organization
Alignment &
Culture

Policy and
Control
Structure

Personnel
Risk and
Retention

Supply Chain
& Supplier
Strategies

Risk Mitigation
Actions

Competitor
Actions &
Response

Pricing
Management

Transition Plan

Restructuring
Integration &
Synergies

Internal &
External
Communication
Plan
Key Customer
Retention

Sales
Force
Continuity

Bus. Goals
& Incentive
Alignment
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Benefits of an Effective Transition Plan
• Focuses the company on major opportunities and issues unique to
the organization during the transition period
•

Avoids the “Process Trap”, whereby process and presentation take
precedent over execution and results. Emphasis on results……not
activities

•

Targets the “80/20” of critical areas for results and does not include an
overly broad agenda unrealistic for the transition period

•

Excludes distractions such as major IT projects and strategic initiatives
better addressed within the organizations normal business processes

•

Is coordinated with “day to day” operating and long term strategic
considerations

•

Leave behind problems so that management can focus on the future and
not waste time with past mistakes
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Benefits of an Effective Transition Plan
Continued…
• Re-energizes the organization by providing a clean break from past
failures and creates a new sense of leadership, direction and
purpose
•

Organizational turmoil and the bankruptcy process create poor attitudes
and wear down personnel. Without a Plan for change and success, a
“status quo” mentality and poor culture will prevail

• Accelerates financial and operating improvements
•

Facilitated by the alignment of incentive plan rewards with execution
and results of transition period objectives and timelines

•

Management can focus on immediate and mid term opportunities to
substantially improve it’s financial metrics and position itself for long term
growth and profitability
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STORM APPROACH… 100 Day Action
Plan Example
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STORM Approach
• Storm is an operations and results oriented consulting group
with senior management experience in successful transitions
• We work with management teams in a collaborative manner
to identify and execute on major opportunities and priorities
unique to each transition situation
• We understand delicate balance of executing difficult changes
and preserving strategic and long term business options
• Storm has delivered hundreds of millions of dollars in
operational improvement opportunities to client companies
experiencing changes in ownership, management, &
emergence from bankruptcy
• For additional information and success examples
www.stormconsultingllc.com or call 678.291.9191

visit:
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